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26 April - 14 May26 April - 14 May

Spring Festival !Spring Festival !



WHAT ARE WE?
 
 
 

DRIP is a company that goes to the extreme of the
tastes of its customers to experience the mystery of our

boxes.
 
 

If you are a person who likes risk AND adventure, why
not put it to the test?

 
 

We have 3 boxes of different contents
(Bronze box, Silver box and Gold box) for men and

women.
 
 

Contents of the boxes:
Clothing, Shoes, Accessories.

 



 

TERMS OF SALES
 
 
 

1. Training in contract content
 

The general conditions of sale described below detail the rights and
obligations of the company and its client in the context of the sale of

mysterious boxes.
 
 

2. Delivery
 

(a) The customer is obliged to accept the contents of the box, even
if it does not suit him. (b) The box can only be returned in the event
of an item defect. In this case the defective product will be replaced.

(c) The delivery must be able to be made to an easily accessible
point, an e-mail will be sent to you with the exact time of delivery

and all the details of the order; if the buyer is absent during delivery,
he will be allowed to communicate the change of date and time;

deadline for change, 8 hours in advance on our site
dripbox.simplesite.com.

 
 

3. Delivery time
 

The national delivery time is between 3 - 5 days and the
international will be between 5 - 10 days. (b) If the delivery time is

not respected, without DRIP SARL being able to justify itself, and if
the delivery time was guaranteed, our company will be liable - per
full week of delay - for compensation equal to 0, 5% of the value of

the undelivered goods.
 
 

4. Terms of delivery
 

The boxes are delivered carriage paid.
 
 

5.Various
 

The customer concedes that the box can contain 3 to 5 items.
 



Box Bird of
Paradise

Box Tulips
 

Box Lotus

210,99 €210,99 €210,99 €

171,99 €171,99 €171,99 €

265,99 €265,99 €265,99 €



Box Rose

Box Daisy
 

Box Gladiolus

99,99 €99,99 €99,99 €

100,99 €100,99 €100,99 €

105,99 €105,99 €105,99 €



EXCLUSIVE
EXCLUSIVE
EXCLUSIVE   

Box Sunflower
395,99 €395,99 €395,99 €

Custon box
You choose the Brand.

only 60only 60only 60      boxesboxesboxes

availeble
availeble
availeble





2TPCMF3
LYCÉE MATHIAS ADAM

Avenue de l’Europe
L-4802 LAMADELAINE

ACHAT
Chef : Sofia MONTEIRO

Chef Adjoint : Chloé SOSTELLY

COMPTABILITÉ
Chef : Elmin KOLIC

Chef Adjoint : Patricia MAGALHÃES BATISTA

ADMINISTRATION
Chef: Jennifer GOMES AZEVEDO

Chef Adjoint : Anita ROCHA ANDRADE

VENTE
Chef : Mamadu CAMARA

Chef Adjoint : Andrea AFONSO ROQUE


